Chloe18 Vacation walkthrough

Chloe Achievements:

**Chloe just wanted to have fun**
- After every 3 showers Chloe will try to masturbate, just let her

**She should have washed that**
- When Chloe tries to masturbate Make her use the dildo,
- To find the dildo Chloe needs to see the wife masturbating

**The voyeur:**
- When Annie and Her boyfriend are having sex on the buk bad, make Chloe NOT to peek

**Cherry Took control**
- See “Wife cheating I” at least once
- Go back to peek on the wife but choose to leave instead
- Don't Submit to cherry

**Cherry Abuse I**
- See “Wife cheating I” at least once
- Wear the **summer Dress**
- Go back to peek on the wife but choose to leave instead
- Submit to cherry(need to have Not submitted at least once)

**Cherry Abuse II**
- See “Wife cheating I” at least once
- Wear the **Casual clothes**
- Go back to peek on the wife but choose to leave instead
- Submit to cherry(need to have Not submitted at least once)

Annie Achievements:

Chloe’s fault
• Have Annie friendship > 20
• Annie will tell about Justin
• Talk to Justin until he asks Chloe to leave her room at night
• Go to sleep
• Remember What she promised to Justin
• PEEK

The sucking
• The lick at the bar
• Go to the bar - use the party dress and go out at night
• Talk to Annie with her and Justin friendship > 20
• Go to the bar to buy something for Annie
• Watch them - don't interrupt.
• Go to the bathroom

The lick at the bar
• Go to the bar - use the party dress and go out at night
• Talk to Annie with her and Justin friendship > 20
• Go to the bar to buy something for Annie
• Don't let her have sex
• Go to the bathroom

Good Night of sleep
• Talk to Justin until he asks Chloe to leave her room at night
• Chloe needs High fame 20 or more
• Go to sleep
• Don't Remember What she promised to Justin
• Chloe decided to make Justin cum

3way with a good ending
• Talk to Justin until he asks Chloe to leave her room at night
• Chloe needs High fame 30 or more
• Go to sleep
• Don't Remember What she promised to Justin
• Chloe asks then to keep it down
• Don't let Justin to cum inside

3way with a bad ending
• Talk to Justin until he asks Chloe to leave her room at night
• Chloe needs High fame 30 or more
• Go to sleep
• Don't Remember What she promised to Justin
• Chloe asks then to keep it down
• **let** Justin to cum inside

**Finding Annie’s weakness**
• Talk to Justin until he asks Chloe to leave her room at night
• Chloe needs High fame >30 and Sex >30
• Go to sleep
• Don't Remember What she promised to Justin
• Chloe asks then to keep it down

**Almost indecent exposure**
• Go to the bar - use the party dress and go out at night
• Talk to Annie with her and Justin friendship > 20
• DON'T leave the area and talk to then again But don't stay
• Go to the bar to buy something for Annie
• Be curious on what they are doing

**Almost indecent exposure II**
• After Almost indecent exposure
• Go to the bar - use the party dress and go out at night
• Talk to Annie with her and Justin friendship > 20
• DON'T leave the area and talk to then again But don't stay
• Go to the bar to buy something for Annie
• Be curious on what they are doing
• Try to stop them

**Finally Indecent Exposure**
• After Almost indecent exposure and Almost indecent exposure II
• Go to the bar - use the party dress and go out at night
• Talk to Annie with her and Justin friendship > 20
• DON'T leave the area and talk to then again
• Choose to stay!
• Go to the bathroom and remove Chloe’s stockings

**To protect her virginity**
• Do **“Finally Indecent Exposure”** after having unlocked **“3way with a good ending”** OR **“3way with a BAD ending”**
The revenge of Annie
  • Do “To protect her virginity” again

Double Handjob
  • Do “The revenge of Annie” again

Husband and Wife’s Achievement

A wife’s dildo
  • Befriend the wife -by cooking-
  • Around 8AM check the bathroom door
  • Peek

Making him hard
  • Vacuum the living room wearing PJs several times until his heart is >10
  • Take a bath(not shower) before 12PM
  • Tease him
  • Suck

Creampie husband
  • After Making him hard take another bath
  • Make him hard and let him fuck Chloe
  • Don’t let him finger her

DP husband stile
  • After Making him hard take another bath
  • Make him hard and let him fuck Chloe
  • let him finger her

Cheating Wife I
  • See A wife’s Dildo
  • Go to the chicken after 13h(now Chloe can use her scooter to follow The wife 13h~17h
  • Follow the wife and try to climb and go around the fence 2x Each Now Chloe can always
  • Climb the fence and peek on wife
Cheating Wife II
• Climb the fence and choose to see the wife being fucked in the pussy

Cheating Wife III
• Climb the fence and choose to see the wife being fucked in the pussy (after seeing “Cheating Wife II”)

Cheating Wife IV
• Climb the fence and choose to see the wife being fucked in the ass

Ginger Achievement

Not a boy:
• Befriend Ginger at work, until she asks chloe out (work and stay in the reception until Ginger appear - only daily -)
• Go outside chloe’s work after 12PM (can’t work that day)
• Make sure the first time Chloe is wearing her regular clothes
• Now go back another day with the dress

To prove it again
• After not a boy go talk to Ginger and BRU outside Her work
• Make sure to wear the sundress

Hard to swallow
• Wearing the sundress talk to Ginger and BRU
• Make Chloe suck him

It’s a girl
• Wearing the regular clothes talk to Ginger and BRU
• Make Chloe fuck him

Sun-tan-touch
• While working after Ginger went for a tan, peek on her
• Ginger needs 20 Hearts
Not a massage
- While working after Ginger went for a massage, peek on her
- Ginger needs 20 Hearts

City Achievements

Closing time at the coffee shop
- Befriend the hipster (can only talk to hipster if wearing the dress)
- Talk to Carrie when the hipsters asks Chloe to
- Talk to the Hipster after Talking to carrie

Three and a coffee
- After Closing time at the coffee shop talk to the Hipster and choose the threesome (needs 20 pints in slut)

Not the regular coffee on menu
After Closing time at the coffee shop talk to the Hipster and choose to let Carrie have sex, (will only happen with The hipster have 5 or more hearts)

Julie in the bath I
- Work at a massage and see Julie giving a sexy massage
- Go to the bar and eavesdrop Julie talking about Chloe and going to the bathroom
- Go to the bathroom and peek

Julie in the bath II
- Do the same as Julie in the bath I, after Julie in the bath I

I was not peeking
- Talk to the guy on the Bar until he asks Chloe to meet him in the bathroom,
- Peek at Julie having sex in the bathroom (Not on the stall),
- Can only happens after Chloe has asked to go to the bathroom on that day

I will stop peeking
- Chloe needs to be able to do massages
- Chloe need to visit the bar bathroom without talking to anyone in that bar that day

I did not stopped peeking
• Try I will stop peeking a second time

Work

How a massage is done
• After meeting and fucking BRU, Chloe need to work and check the place

I didn’t want to touch her
• After seeing Julie giving a handjob to Bru(How a massage is done) go back to work and start training massages, by check on the place

Hand play is just some kind of massage
• Will happen duggin the massage training, just keep training daily.
Still just a massage
• Will happen during training, a couple days after Hand play is just some kind of massage

Massage expert I
• When chloe finishes her training she will start to give massages, when her massage level and fame are high enough she will be given a chance to offer a “better” massage

Massage expert II
• When chloe finishes her training she will start to give massages, when her massage level and fame are high enough she will be given a chance to offer a “better” massage with sex

Massage expert III
• Same as Massage expert I but with the second client, (clients change daily)

Massage expert IV
• Same as Massage expert II but with the second client, (clients change daily)

RPG

Orc Juice
• You will get during the second day the story by letting Chloe o accept her fate (RPG line, Story can be reseted to the first day)

Revenge with a orc
• Chloe mus not accept her fate during the second day, the option will only be there if Chloe had sex will ALL guards in the first day

Guard duty
• Chloe needs to NOT beg for help when given the choice on the first day.
• This option will only show after Chloe have played the secondary day before

Double Guard duty
• Chloe Don't beg for help during the first day,
• Chloe will beg for help when second chance appears

She really is 32 years old
• Befriend Kaoru after Playing RPG until Chloe asked her age
• Asks about kaoru Age to Maurice, (needs 10 friendship)
• Asks Otaku About Idols, (needs 10 friendship)
• Keep going to the Newspaper stand and asking about the idol untill chloe can buy a DVD
• Go home with the DVD(living room), then go back to buy a DVD player
• Watch the DVD

Can’t believe she is so old
• After watching the first DVD,
• Buy the second and watch it again

Road Trip PT1 and PT2

Intro: How to start route;
• From the hobo/santa at the newstand buy candy 3x in the same day(buying only one have a small chance to trigger too)
• The candy will only show after Chloe had mett BRU(the guy with ginger)
• Chloe will wake at strange place naked
• Clothes can be found on the back of the building near some tires
Everything for a ride
  • Get dressed
  • Talk to Bru at his Van
  • Accept his offer

Money for Gas
  • After getting “Everything for a ride” Chloe needs to refuse paying for gas
  • If Chloe have no money she will always refuse

Double BJ/mistake
  • Chloe needs to break the food vending machine(interact with it on the store)
  • Get dressed
  • Accept Bru offer
  • Refuse to pay for the gas
  • Ginger should show up

Ginger therapy
  • Talk to Ginger Twice in the store, while naked

Ginger Pre-therapy
  • Talk to Ginger Twice in the store, while naked
  • Talk to Ginger again(still naked)

Ginger Pos-therapy
  • Chloe needs to break the food vending machine(BEFORE TALKING TO GINGER)
  • Talk to Ginger Twice in the store, while naked
  • Talk to Ginger again(still naked)
  • Accept Ginger’s offer

the Shocker
  • Don't break the food machine
  • Get in the van - To get in the van:
    1. Talk to Ginger After getting dress
    2. Talk go Bru After getting dressed and do everything he asks
      • While in the Van Ask for food

This didn't happen
  • Get in the van - To get in the van:
    Talk to Ginger After getting dress
Talk go Bru After getting dressed and do everything he asks

- While in the van sleep
- Choose to wake up

**Don't take candy from strangers**

- Get dressed
- Lie about the shower
- Look under the bed
- Eat the strange food/candy
- Try to sleep-Chloe won't sleep
- Turn on the TV

**Don't take candy from strangers, Really**

- Get dressed
- Lie about the shower
- Look under the bed
- Eat the strange food/candy
- Check the Gift box
- Tease the hobo (need to have eaten the candy/food)

**No romance in the back of a Van**

- Talk to Ginger Twice in the store, while naked
- Get in the van - To get in the van:
  1. Talk to Ginger After getting dress
  2. Talk go Bru After getting dressed and do everything he asks
     - While in the van talk to ginger

**Romance is dead in the back of the van**

- Chloe needs to break the food vending machine
- Talk to Ginger Twice in the store, while naked
- Get dressed
- Accept Bru offer
- Refuse to pay for the gas (Should have the double blowjob with Ginger)
- Get in the van - To get in the van:
  1. Talk to Ginger After getting dress
  2. Talk go Bru After getting dressed and do everything he asks
     - While in the Van Talk to ginger
Never Stop for Gas

- Get in the van - To get in the van:
  1. Talk to Ginger After getting dress
  2. Talk go Bru After getting dressed and do everything he asks
     - While in the Van Talk to Bru
- Choose to leave that place
- Let Chloe Suck Bru

You still should not stop for gas

- Get in the van - To get in the van:
  1. Talk to Ginger After getting dress
  2. Talk go Bru After getting dressed and do everything he asks
     - While in the Van Talk to Bru
- Choose to leave that place
- Chloe asks for Ginger help so she can Suck Bru

HOW TO LOSE THE FETICHE CLOTHES (needs to do only once)

- Get dressed
- Lie about the shower
- Look under the bed
- Eat the strange food/candy
- Check the Gift box
- Tease the hobo (need to have eaten the candy/food)

Stopping for gas was the right choice

- Get in the van - To get in the van:
  1. Talk to Ginger After getting dress
  2. Talk go Bru After getting dressed and do everything he asks
     - While in the Van Talk to Bru
- Let Chloe remember that place (See HOW TO LOSE THE FETICHE CLOTHES Above)
- Choose to uncuff Bru

Maybe stopping can be good

- Get in the van - To get in the van:
  1. Talk to Ginger After getting dress
2. Talk go Bru After getting dressed and do everything he asks
   • While in the Van Talk to Bru
   • Let Chloe remember that place (See HOW TO LOSE THE FETICHE CLOTHES Above)
   • Choose not to uncuff anyone